OHIO's dedicated administrators are valued contributors who make a difference every day.

OUTSTANDING ADMINISTRATOR AWARDS and Recognition of Service Milestones

2017 OUTSTANDING ADMINISTRATORS
Dianne Bouvier
Patricia McSteen
Richard Neumann
Roderick McDavis, HON

Administrative Senate invites you to attend the ceremony celebrating this year’s Outstanding Administrators, administrative retirees, and administrators marking significant years of service milestones.

Thursday, March 30, 2017 • 3 – 5 p.m.
Walter Hall Rotunda
Reception to follow ceremony

Stephanie Thomas Trotta
Martin Tuck
Jeff Whitehead
Charles C. Wilson

Service: 25 years
David Scott Carpenter
Sandy Dowler
Greg Fialko
Barbara A. Harrison
Jody Lamb
Wendy Merb-Brown
Trent A. Skidmore
Mary Stout

Service: 15 years
David J. Belville
Michelle Bobo
Donna M. Cappuzzo
Floyd J. Doney
Michael S. Elliott
Jack L. Fulton
Todd L. Gardner
Becky Gill
Christopher S. Guder
Cheryl A. Hanzel
Sharon Hopkins
Rosanna L. Howard
Terry Johnson
Lisa R. Kamody
Cheng Yen Kho
Shelly Lowery-Rowan
 Roxanne Male’-Brunner
Catherine Marshall
Barbara K. Mash
Barbara Nalazek
Jane H Palmer
Michelle Pate
Nick Pero
James B.W.P Phillips
Carrie Preston
Ryan Ridgely
Teddy Ross
Michael Roy
Kris Sand
Leslie L. Scipp
Daniel Sheets
Danny T. Smith
Cammie Starner
Stacy Strauss
Shauna Switzer
Nate Thomas
Joseph Wakeley, III
Dawn Werry
Jessica Wingett
Rebecca Zuspan

Service: 10 years
Tony M. Adami
Carissa M. Anderson
Jean Andrews
Caitlin B. Bamhardt
Nathaniel Berger
Shawna A. Bolin
Bob Bului
Carey L. Busch
Robert Callahan
John M. Canter
Ken Cash
Wimsome M. Chunnu
Jennifer R. Cochran
Akos Z. Csete
Kelly C. Czack
Dwayne Dixon
Heidi Fischer
Lisa Flowers-Clements
Kevin Funk
Stephen Goss
PJ Guthrie
Stacy Haney
Chris Hayes
Lowell M. Jacobs
Candy Johnson
Jenny Klein
Becky L. Martin
Kelly Martin
Marjorie Mora
Bandie Nance
Cornelia Patterson
Marty Paulins
Patrick Polinski
Michelle Pride
Lisa A. Quinn
Chris Quolke
Thomas E. Riggs
Lindsey Siegrist
Cindy M. Smith
Tamala A. Solomon

A record-setting number of Outstanding Administrator nominations was received and all of the names will be listed in the ceremony program.